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Date: 12/4/2012 

Analyst: Frank McLaughlin 

CIF Sector Recommendation Report (Fall 2012) 

Sector: Industrials   Review Period: 11/16/2012 - 11/30/2012 

Section (A) Sector Performance Review 

Copy/paste “Sector Review Spreadsheet” (the entire spreadsheet) here 
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Review sector performance relative to the broad market (SP500) and explain why; Include a 

two-week (for the two-week window reviewed) price chart of the SPDR sector ETF and SP500 

(on the same chart) 

 

Highlight noteworthy headline news from the sector (company-, industry-, or sector- level 

news) 

-Last week gasoline inventories rose 5.7 million barrels while crude oil supplies fell 2.2 million 

barrels 

-Wall Street as a whole slipped a little bit on 12/04 as Democrats and Republicans argue over a 

policy to fix the fiscal cliff. Making investors feel uneasy.   

-Also on 12/04 the country of Iran claimed they captured a U.S intelligence drone manufactured 

by Boeing. U.S denies losing one so we will see how this plays out. 

 

Highlight the biggest (+) and the biggest (-) movers from the sector holdings during the review 

period. Are there notable reasons why the stocks had big moves (e.g., earnings surprises, etc)? 
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-*Note: I could not find information on the top gainers and decliners for my review period. 

These are simply the top gainers and decliners from 12/4 to 12/5. 

Highlight the largest two holdings from the sector and note any headline news on the 

companies  

-The largest two holdings in the industrial sector are General Electric Company (12.66%) and 

United Technologies Corporation (5.24%) 

-Exclusive: UBS to bid for GE's Swiss lending unit – sources ($1.6 billion 

deal) 

-United Tech cuts sales forecast on weak economy 
 

Comment on short-term outlook of the sector (including noteworthy upcoming events) 

-I believe the sector will do well for the next two weeks considering that a good number of 

companies will bring in a lot of money from the holiday season. The big question is what will 

happen when January hits. Washington still has not come to a decision on how to handle the 

fiscal cliff so this leaves it up in the air what will happen to the industrial sector. There have 

been talks about very large Defense budget cuts happening; if this is true this will have a large 

negative impact on the stock. Aerospace & Defense is a big part of this sector with large 

companies such as Boeing and Lockheed Martin. 

Section (B) Sector Holding Updates 

Company #1: FedEx Corporation (FDX) 

Date Recommended: 10/16/2012 

Date Re-evaluated:   12/06/2012 

Company Update 
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Briefly update what happened to the company the last two weeks (up through your re-

evaluation date). This should include noteworthy headline news on the stock (e.g., earnings 

announcement, management’s comments on company outlook and/or strategic changes, 

changes in analyst recommendations or estimate revisions, new product launch, management 

turnover, legal or regulatory issues, merger/acquisition announcement, restructure 

announcement, news from major competitors, etc.)  

 

-On 11/30 FedEx announced that they will raise their ground shipping rates by 4.9% in January. 

The company feels this is necessary to combat higher fuel prices. Their main competitor UPS 

will also be hiking up their rates by 4.9% this coming January. 

 

-FedEx lowered its global forecast for 2013. The main reasons being recession in some parts of 

Europe, higher energy prices and slow growth in China. Their forecast for the U.S remains the 

same although it is impossible to tell what will happen with the fiscal cliff. 

 

-The company expects December 10th (green Monday) to be their busiest day ever with 19 

million shipments (10% increase from last year).  

Relative Performance 

Review relative performance of each sector holding, over the two-week review period, both 

relative to the SP500 and to the respective SPDR sector ETF. Relate your comments on relative 

performance to the updates discussed above 

-During my two week review period, the stock stayed fairly even with the sector and S&P 500 

during the first week and then saw a little spike up about $4. Although the small spike was 

reassuring to see, I feel that FedEx’s stock price is pretty much just going to hover until mid-

December when they should see an increase from holiday shopping.  

Price Charts 

Insert a price chart of the stock for the most recent three months. You should include on the 

same chart (1) the SPDR sector ETF, (2) and the SP500 prices for the same period 
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Insert a price chart of the stock for the most recent one year. You should include on the same 

chart (1) the SPDR sector ETF, (2) and the SP500 prices for the same period 

 

Valuations Analysis 

Original Analysis 

Copy/paste P/E (TTM), P/S (TTM), P/B (MRQ), P/CF (TTM) of the stock, the industry, and the 

sector from “ratio analysis” section of the original stock recommendation report (from CIF 

website, “reports” tab) 

Ratio Analysis 
 

Company Industry Sector 

P/E 14.39 9.25 22.71 

P/S 0.67 0.47 1.74 

P/B 1.94 1.23 1.16 

P/CF 6.88 4.63 15.27 

 

Re-evaluation Analysis 
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Copy/paste the requested valuation multiples from http://www.reuters.com/ , “Financials” 

tab 

Ratio Analysis 
 

Company Industry Sector 

P/E 13.77 9.17 23.87 

P/S 0.64 0.54 1.74 

P/B 1.86 1.21 1.31 

P/CF 6.58 4.58 14.83 

 

Briefly discuss the changes 

-There was relatively little change between the ratio analysis and re-evaluation analysis. P/E 

dropped a small amount but still remains above the industry average which is a good sign of 

growth. There was very little change among the other ratios.  

Historical Surprises 

Original Analysis  

Copy/paste “Historical Surprises” Table from the original stock recommendation report (from 

CIF website, “reports” tab) 

 
 

Re-evaluation Analysis  

Copy/Paste the “Historical Surprises” Table from http://www.reuters.com/ , “Analysts” tab 

(include both revenue and earnings; make note that revenues might be in “millions”) 

Briefly discuss the changes 

http://www.reuters.com/
http://www.reuters.com/
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-The last quarter that the historical surprises takes into account is August and we purchased 

this stock in October so there is no change between these two tables. 

Consensus Estimates 

Original Analysis  

Copy/paste “Consensus Estimates Analysis” Table from the original stock recommendation 

report (from CIF website, “reports” tab) 

 

Re-Evaluation Analysis  

Copy/paste the “Consensus Estimates Analysis” Table from http://www.reuters.com/, 

“Analysts” tab (include both revenue and earnings) 

Consensus Estimates Analysis 

Sales and Profit Figures in US Dollar (USD) 

Earnings and Dividend Figures in US Dollar (USD) 

http://www.reuters.com/
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  # of Estimates Mean High Low 
1 Year 

Ago 

SALES (in millions) 

Year Ending May-12 23 42,916.30 45,440.00 42,349.00 -- 

Year Ending May-13 25 43,984.10 44,968.00 41,799.10 45,460.10 

Year Ending May-14 24 46,535.80 48,709.00 43,523.00 48,544.10 

Earnings (per share) 

Year Ending May-12 25 6.51 6.62 6.40 -- 

Year Ending May-13 29 6.46 7.33 5.95 7.34 

Year Ending May-14 28 7.82 8.67 6.95 8.21 

LT Growth Rate (%) 8 12.41 16.00 8.90 15.28 

 

Briefly discuss the changes 

-The mean consensus estimates for the year ending in May-13 went up and for May-14 they 

went down. The mean consensus estimates for EPS in May-13 and May-14 both dropped 

slightly. 

Estimate Revision Analysis 

Original Analysis (MM/DD/YYYY) 

Copy/paste “Estimates Revision Summary” Table from the original stock recommendation 

report (from CIF website, “reports” tab) 

 

Re-Evaluation Analysis  

Copy/paste the “Estimates Revisions Summary” Table from http://www.reuters.com/, 

“Analysts” tab (include both revenue and earnings) 

 

 

 

http://www.reuters.com/
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Estimates Revisions Summary 

  Last Week Last 4 Weeks 

Number Of Revisions: Up Down Up Down 

Revenue 

Year Ending May-12 -- -- -- -- 

Year Ending May-13 0 0 1 2 

Year Ending May-14 0 0 0 2 

Earnings 

Year Ending May-12 -- -- -- -- 

Year Ending May-13 0 1 0 2 

Year Ending May-14 0 1 0 2 

 

Briefly discuss the changes 

-There were a considerable less amount of estimates being revised in the last 4 weeks and last 

week on the new table. The few estimates that there were seemed to revise EPS down for 2013 

and 2014 years. 

Analysts’ Recommendations 

Original Analysis 

Copy/paste “Analyst Recommendations and Revisions” Table from the original stock 

recommendation report (from CIF website, “reports” tab) 

 

Re-Evaluation Analysis  

Copy/paste the “Analyst Recommendations and Revisions” Table from 

http://www.reuters.com/, “Analysts” tab (include both revenue and earnings) 

 

 

 

http://www.reuters.com/
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Analyst Recommendations and Revisions 

1-5 Linear Scale Current 
1 Month 

Ago 

2 Month 

Ago 

3 Month 

Ago 

(1) BUY 13 13 13 14 

(2) OUTPERFORM 9 9 9 9 

(3) HOLD 8 8 8 7 

(4) UNDERPERFORM 0 0 0 0 

(5) SELL 0 0 0 0 

No Opinion 0 0 0 0 

Mean Rating 1.83 1.83 1.83 1.77 

 

Briefly discuss the changes 

-There was no change at all between these two tables. Analysts remained bullish with a mean 

rating of 1.83. 

Company #2: Dover (DOV) 

Date Recommended: 11/06/2012 

Date Re-evaluated:   12/06/2012 

Company Update 

Briefly update what happened to the company the last two weeks (up through your re-

evaluation date). This should include noteworthy headline news on the stock (e.g., earnings 

announcement, management’s comments on company outlook and/or strategic changes, 

changes in analyst recommendations or estimate revisions, new product launch, management 

turnover, legal or regulatory issues, merger/acquisition announcement, restructure 

announcement, news from major competitors, etc.)  

-Since our class purchased Dover, it has been one of our best stocks.  

-Beginning of November, Dover bought back $1 billion of its own shares. Still waiting to see 

what kind of effect this will have. 

Relative Performance 

Review relative performance of each sector holding, over the two-week review period, both 

relative to the SP500 and to the respective SPDR sector ETF. Relate your comments on relative 

performance to the updates discussed above 

-In the two weeks of my review, Dover underperformed compared to the market and the 

sector. 

Price Charts 

Insert a price chart of the stock for the most recent three months. You should include on the 

same chart (1) the SPDR sector ETF, (2) and the SP500 prices for the same period 
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Insert a price chart of the stock for the most recent one year. You should include on the same 

chart (1) the SPDR sector ETF, (2) and the SP500 prices for the same period 

 
 

Valuations Analysis 

Original Analysis 

Copy/paste P/E (TTM), P/S (TTM), P/B (MRQ), P/CF (TTM) of the stock, the industry, and the 

sector from “ratio analysis” section of the original stock recommendation report (from CIF 

website, “reports” tab) 

Ratio Analysis 
 

Company Industry Sector 

P/E 12.64 17.85 23.34 

P/S 1.24 2.28 1.70 

P/B 2.02 1.67 1.18 

P/CF 8.65 7.13 13.49 

 

 

Re-evaluation Analysis 
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Copy/paste the requested valuation multiples from http://www.reuters.com/ , “Financials” 

tab 

Ratio Analysis 
 

Company Industry Sector 

P/E 13.68 19.08 23.87 

P/S 1.35 2.37 1.74 

P/B 2.19 2.01 1.31 

P/CF 9.36 13.19 14.83 

 

Briefly discuss the changes 

-Dover’s ratios appear to have stayed fairly similar to when we purchased the stock. A few of 

the numbers saw an increase but the same numbers for the industry and sector also rose. 

Historical Surprises 

Original Analysis  

Copy/paste “Historical Surprises” Table from the original stock recommendation report (from 

CIF website, “reports” tab) 

 
Re-evaluation Analysis  

Copy/Paste the “Historical Surprises” Table from http://www.reuters.com/ , “Analysts” tab 

(include both revenue and earnings; make note that revenues might be in “millions”) 

Briefly discuss the changes 

http://www.reuters.com/
http://www.reuters.com/
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-There were no changes between these two graphs. 

Consensus Estimates 

Original Analysis  

Copy/paste “Consensus Estimates Analysis” Table from the original stock recommendation 

report (from CIF website, “reports” tab) 

 
 

Re-Evaluation Analysis  
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Copy/paste the “Consensus Estimates Analysis” Table from http://www.reuters.com/, 

“Analysts” tab (include both revenue and earnings) 

 
Briefly discuss the changes 

-The mean estimates for year ending Dec-12 sales have risen and the mean estimates for year 

ending Dec-13 sales have declined. 

Estimate Revision Analysis 

Original Analysis (MM/DD/YYYY) 

Copy/paste “Estimates Revision Summary” Table from the original stock recommendation 

report (from CIF website, “reports” tab) 

http://www.reuters.com/
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Re-Evaluation Analysis  

Copy/paste the “Estimates Revisions Summary” Table from http://www.reuters.com/, 

“Analysts” tab (include both revenue and earnings) 

Briefly discuss the changes 

http://www.reuters.com/
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-There were no changes between these two graphs. 

Analysts’ Recommendations 

Original Analysis 

Copy/paste “Analyst Recommendations and Revisions” Table from the original stock 

recommendation report (from CIF website, “reports” tab) 

 
 

Re-Evaluation Analysis  

Copy/paste the “Analyst Recommendations and Revisions” Table from 

http://www.reuters.com/, “Analysts” tab (include both revenue and earnings) 

http://www.reuters.com/
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Briefly discuss the changes 

 
-There was not much change but analysts did become a little more bullish going from a 2.12 

mean rating to 2.11 mean rating. I imagine this number to continue going down if Dover keeps 

performing well. 

Section (C) Sector Recommendations 

You will make recommendations on whether CIF should continue to own its sector holdings 

Provide your views on the sector. Are you bullish, bearish or neutral on the sector, and why? 

Discuss whether you recommend CIF to (1) stay put with its current sector holdings, or (2) sell 

out of the sector, and why? 

 -I am neutral on this sector and I recommend CIF to stay put with its current holdings. The 

sector is outperforming the S&P right now which is a good sign but until we decide on a 

solution for the fiscal cliff there is simply no way to predict what will happen in January. The 

two biggest unknowns are what kind of budget cuts will take place in January and what will 

happen to gasoline/oil prices.  

Section (D) Sector Holding Recommendations 

Based on your analysis, are there stocks CIF currently owns from your sector you would 

recommend to: 

1. Sell and why? 

2. Adjust “target price” and why? If you recommend an adjustment, you must suggest a new 

“target price” 

3. Adjust “stop-loss price” and why? If you recommend an adjustment, you must suggest a 

new “stop-loss price” 

Provide your recommendations in the following table 

 
 

 
 

 
Date 

 
Date Re-

 
Recommendation 
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Company Name Ticker 
Symbol 

Recommended evaluated (Explain Why) 
 

 
Sell 

Adjust 
“Target 
Price” 

Adjust 
“Stop-

loss 
Price” 

       

       

       

       

       

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FedEx 

Dover 

FDX 

DOV 

No Sell, Do not adjust stop loss, adjust target price from 

$105 to $97. That is the 52 week high which they should 

reach during holidays but not much higher. 

No Sell, Do not adjust stop loss, Do no adjust target 

price 
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Sources  

- http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/11/30/us-fedex-rates-

idUSBRE8AT1AM20121130?type=companyNews 

-http://articles.marketwatch.com/2012-12-04/markets/35590096_1_api-data-gasoline-

inventories-crude-supplies  

-http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/12/05/us-markets-stocks-idUSBRE8AP08020121205 

-http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/12/04/us-iran-usa-drone-idUSBRE8B308920121204 

-finance.yahoo.com 

-http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/12/04/us-ge-ubs-

idUSBRE8B30MZ20121204?type=companyNews 

-http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/10/23/us-unitedtech-results-

idUSBRE89M0I220121023?type=companyNews 

-http://www.thestreet.com/markets/sectors-and-industries/industrial-goods.html 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/11/30/us-fedex-rates-idUSBRE8AT1AM20121130?type=companyNews
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/11/30/us-fedex-rates-idUSBRE8AT1AM20121130?type=companyNews

